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A Study on the Applying Circumstances and Roles of the Landscape Administrative Measures in the Landscape Ordinance about the Region Limitative type and the idea Active Type, the Present Condition of the Prefectures’ landscape Administrative Measures Centered on the Landscape Ordinances Part 2, Yoshio BANDO, Satoshi ASANO and Shoji IMAI, Journal of Architecture and Planning, No.612, pp.99-105, 2006

In this study, we’ve made the hearing for 12 Prefectures and 12 municipalities of the total development type which occupies the Prefectures more than the others. So we’ve surveyed the situation bearing the landscape administrative measures of the total development type’s Prefectures by making clear not only the applying circumstances of the hard measures of the wide-landscape region, the landscape-forming district, the large-scale activities etc., the important landscape structure etc., and the soft measures of the enlightenment etc., the landscape-forming agreement, the landscape-forming group, the support etc., but also the Prefectures’ role for the municipalities. There’re the 3 roles in the landscape administrative measures of the total development type.


This paper aims to clarify 3D spatial composition of Civic Center in the early Showa era with birds-eye view pictures by YOSHIDA Hatsuaburo in cases of 18 prefectural capital cities based on Japanese Castle-Towns. First, I indicate necessity of complementing by topographical map, photographs and pictures in case of using birds-eye view pictures by YOSHIDA Hatsusaburo as research material, because characteristic of them is deformation, and examine their possibility of research material. Findings are as follows : 1) We can grasp arrangement conditions and facades of each government and municipal offices, whole construction of Civic Center and physical state of surrounding Civic Center with bird's-eye view pictures, 2) As a result of analysis 3D spatial composition of Civic Center with bird's-eye view pictures in cases of 18 cities, there was principle of 3D Urban Design answer to spatial composition of Castle Districts such as main road, moat and skirt of mountain.


This paper aims to clarify reorganization and urban design of civic center by War Rehabilitation Project after the World War II, analyzing cases of 22 prefectural capital cities based on Japanese Castle-Towns. Findings are as follows : 1) governmental and municipal offices tended to be accumulated near castle area after the World War II, 2)
reorganization of civic center from before to after the World War II are grouped into three types, and most of them are the Keeping type which was kept in the same place as before the World War II and expanded, 3) in the case of forming civic center inside castle area before the World War II, civic center tended to be kept in the same place as before the World War II and seen urban design applying the elements of Japanese Castle-Towns, 4) urban design of paying attention to "Axis" tended to be kept and urban design of paying attention to "Class" tended to be disappeared after the World War II, 5) urban design of paying attention to main street built by War Rehabilitation Project after the World War II were seen in the cities of all types.


This Paper aims to clarify Spatial Characteristics and Urban Design of Civic Center analyzing Cases of Prefectural Capital 39 Cities formed Civic Center in the Meiji and Taisho era. Findings are as follows: 1) in Japanese Castle-Towns Civic Center were formed in Castle Districts, and in other Cities along Main Streets or behind Commercial Districts, 2) four Urban Designs used main streets were seen in Model located in Castle Districts and Model located along Main Streets, 3) four Urban Designs used side Streets crossed Main Streets were seen in Model located behind Commercial Districts, 4) Urban Design placing government and municipal offices focal point of vista was widely used regardless of Spatial Characteristics of Civic Center and cities' origin.

A Study on Shop Accumulation by Community Planning for Tourism on The Yakimono-Stroll-Road District in Tokoname City, Aichi Prefecture.[in Japanese], Shinjiro SAKAMOTO*, Kenjiro MATSUURA and Masuro URAYAMA, Journal of the City Planning Institute of JAPAN, No.41, pp. 1025-1030, 2006.11

This Paper aims to clarify Spatial Form of Shop Accumulation and Process from opening Shops to accumulating Shops paying attention to Shops for Tourists in Case of Yakimono-Stroll-Road-District in Tokoname City, Aichi Prefecture. Findings are as follows: 1) Small Shop Accumulations from three to nine were nearby Stroll-Road, 2) Shop Masters without Relationship in the Local Community were half the number and they have strong will to contribute to Stroll-Road-District, 3) Mediators encouraged opening Shops to Shop Masters, 4) Empty Factories prepared for Shops were distributed inside Stroll-Road-District, 5) Owners of Shops called out Shop Masters in selecting Shops, 6) Main Cause that make it possible to Large Shop Accumulations was Stroll-Road which was a Busy Street and has Sequence of Attractive Scenes.


This research clarifies citizen participation in maintenance of street trees with edible fruits, using a questionnaire to local governments. Main results are as follows: Almost of the roads planted fruiuters locate in urban areas. Fruiuters require more disinfection and manure than trees without fruit, and to take those fruits. There are some roads for citizen groups, students and commerce groups to maintain and harvest them. From comparison between the Apple Street Trees and Cherry Street Trees in Iida city, street trees with fruiuters can provide citizen with chance to utilize them such as events of harvest and environmental study etc.


In late years, many municipalities consolidated. When we catch the consolidation of municipalities from the architectural side, it is thought to generate the surplus facilities and spaces, and to be done the reorganization and consolidation. In that case, it is a social proposition to use them effectively today. The purpose of this study is to clarify the ideal way of effective uses in communal facilities of the future by clarifying the actual conditions of the reorganization and consolidation, and the effective uses generated in that.


The aim of this research is to make clear the actual condition on successive change of the Ashiyahama Seaside Town. The research was made by the interview research for management staffs and homeowners association, and observation research. Many changes are surely occurred. For example, residents’ ageing tendency has occurred, and sky-parks and open spaces are not used as the planners intended.


The purpose of this study is to clarify the heat load characteristics of underground structures. In order to achieve this purpose, it is necessary to clarify the heat and moisture behavior of underground basements and the surrounding ground, and to acquire the basic data for computational analysis. Accordingly, this paper presents the measurement results of about one year of field experiments begun in October, 2004, related to an underground experimental basement under internal heat generation conditions. Analysis results related to the heat and moisture behavior of the experimental basement and ground, the influence that internal heat generation had on the surrounding ground, condensation behavior, the interrelationship between precipitation and the fluctuation of moisture content in the ground, and the annual mean heating load per unit area, etc., are also presented.


This report was published as a reconnaissance report of the Prambanan, World Heritage in Indonesia, damaged seriously damaged by the Central Java Earthquake of May 27, 2006. The authors were sent by Japanese Government to conduct the survey of the earthquake damage to the architectural heritages in the epicentral area near Yogyakarta. The report was based on this field survey performed in the middle of July 2007, focusing on both the structural damage and the historical documents/drawings of the Prambanan that would be essential for planning to restore the damaged the masonry heritages.
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